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The qmail HandbookApress, 2001
	Provides thorough instruction for installing, configuring, and optimizing  qmail  
	Includes coverage of secure networking, troubleshooting issues, and mailing  list administration  
	Covers what system administrators want to know by concentrating on qmail  issues relevant to daily operation  

...
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Mastering Maya 8.5Sybex, 2007
The Ultimate Maya Resource for Intermediate to Advanced Users   

   Take your Maya skills to new levels with the sophisticated coverage you'll find in this authoritative Autodesk Maya Press reference and tutorial. From key basics through advanced techniques, our Maya experts provide the very latest professional-level...
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Business Vocabulary in UseCambridge University Press, 2002
 Business Vocabulary in Use is a new addition to the best-selling English Vocabulary in Use range. Primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, it can also be used for classroom work. 

The book covers a huge range of business topics including: jobs; people and organisations; production;...
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Final Cut Express 4 Editing WorkshopFocal Press, 2008
Go beyond the mechanics of Final Cut Express 4--learn how to edit with it! More than a button-pushing manual--this workshop give you firsthand experience with the art and technique of editing. You develop a working knowledge with nineteen tutorials that cover each and every essential, including: 

* setting up your system and...
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Cloud and Precipitation Microphysics: Principles and ParameterizationsCambridge University Press, 2009
This book focuses specifically on bin and bulk parameterizations for the prediction of cloud and precipitation at various scales - the cloud scale, mesoscale, synoptic scale, and the global climate scale. It provides a background to the fundamental principles of parameterization physics, including processes involved in the production of clouds, ice...
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The BMW 5 Series and X5: A History of Production Cars and Tuner Specials, 1972-2008McFarland, 2009

	In the late 1960s racer and businessman Gordon Spice familiarized himself with the Nürburgring using a rented BMW 2002. He went through a couple of sets of tires and three sets of brake pads during the exercise and covered the cost of such consumables by charging folks to ride with him! The rental company was somewhat puzzled by the fact...
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Dart: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		When we joined Google and entered the fascinating world of web browser development
	
		more than six years ago, the web was a different place. It was clear that a new breed of
	
		web apps was emerging, but the performance of the underlying platform left much to
	
		be desired. Given our background in designing and implementing...
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Mastering Adobe Captivate 7Packt Publishing, 2014

	Bring a new level of interactivity and sophistication to your e-learning content with the user-friendly features of Adobe Captivate. This practical tutorial will teach you everything from automatic recording to advanced tips and tricks.


	Overview

	
		Enhance your projects by adding interactivity, animations,...
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Sweet and Sour Grapes: The Culture of Yankee Ingenuity & Machine ToolsAspatore Books, 2003
The culture of Yankee ingenuity is a defining characteristic of historic American industrial and economic energy and power. That culture and the first special machine tools have a common genesis.

History gives much of the credit to a single individual for their simultaneous rise. Special machine tools have been fundamental to mass...
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Photoshop Workflow Setups: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
Leery of 800-page books that try to teach you everything about digital photography? You should be. Rather than delve into the nuances of efficient workflow, color management, or creating spectacular enhancements, these doorstop volumes tend to gloss over key information in an attempt to cover everything.

...
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Agent-based Supply Network Event ManagementBirkhauser, 2006
"Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM)" is one of the major topics in application-oriented Supply Chain Management. However, many solutions lack conceptual precision and currently available client-server SCEM-systems are ill-suited for complex supply networks in today's business environment. Agent-based proactive information logistics...
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Oracle Distributed SystemsO'Reilly, 1999
Any organization that uses the Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) these days needs to use multiple databases. There are  many reasons to use more than a single database in a distributed  database system:
	Different databases may be associated with particular business  functions, such as manufacturing or...
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